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Literature plays a great role in the people life. First by reading literature, it is possible for them to solve their problem especially when they have some problems found in the literary works. Second it is also possible to be used to have some fun to get relaxation. Through reading a novel people can enrich their sense of humanity; they will grow up and became a wise person when they face some problems with other person.

The purposes of this study are to find out the suffering that happens to Dana Evan’s and to describe the causes of Dana Evan’s suffering on Sidney Sheldon novels “The Best laid Plans”. The study uses the descriptive qualitative method because it is going to start with reviewing literary research to provide research data. The approach used in this study is objective approach.

The population of this study is the whole events in Sidney Sheldon novels “The Best Laid Plans”. The sample of the study is Mrs. Dana Evan’s events which related with the suffering. The result of the study in Sidney Sheldon novels “The Best Laid Plans”, that there are three suffering: a) Dana is living with her mother, b) refusal in getting a job, and c) shock. Some reasons Dana Evan’s gets suffering are; divorce, her previous company for sale, she sees head of cameramen exploded.